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The Transformative Power of Personal Time
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Imagine your personal time as your private studio, where introspection is your chisel and your personality the masterpiece. Here, you’re not merely a spectator, but the co-architect of your life’s blueprint. Divide this haven into focused moments, each a brushstroke shaping your future self.

Identify your strengths, hidden talents, and challenges. Chart a course, each step leading you closer to your ideal self. Start sculpting your life by caring about yourself. So, bathe in gratitude, reframe stumbles as lessons and find solace in every pursuits that ignite your soul. Banish all negativities. Let optimism guide your brushstrokes. Visualize your dreams taking a vibrant form.

Embrace the messiness, celebrate all your small wins and learn from your setbacks. With each dedicated session, you chip away, revealing the radiant core within. So, step into your studio, light the flame of introspection and begin sculpting the most exquisite masterpiece that is ‘YOU’. Remember, it’s an ongoing journey, not a destination. The tools are within you. Unleash the artist and watch your masterpiece evolve.
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Youths are the heart and soul of a nation. They don’t only work hard but also enjoy their life. Their  joy and happiness keep youths active, motivated and energetic.




A matter of concern is to discover and follow the right form of enjoyment as it nourishes the soul, inspires others and supports social development. Enjoyment and relaxation through abusive substances, narcotics, and alcohol may give temporary happiness but kill the mind and body in the long run. Youths are determined to enjoy life and to live for themselves and their family members responsibly.




The Year 2024 is the year of determination to give up all harmful habits whether gambling, addictions or irritations to enjoy a peaceful, powerful and pleasant life.




Best wishes for 2024!
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Youth phase of our life is about exploring newness. In order to perform at our best during this phase, we need to be equipped with the power of acceptance.




Acceptance comes naturally when we are able to focus on the qualities of people. If our heart is filled with love and positivity, it helps to accept people and all situations. It won’t allow a negative reaction.




If we don’t accept people as they are, then it provokes an unhealthy atmosphere. Having a big heart for the self and others is the key for imbibing this power. Accepting means we want to move forward and not stop, or divert by looking at others’ weaknesses.




The year 2023 is coming to an end soon, and there is a saying: “All’s well that ends well”. Therefore reflect on how your year has passed, accept people around you the way they are and make it a memorable year for you. 
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Dear Young Minds,




Youth is that phase of our life when both our body and mind is at its most productive stage. It is the time to fulfil our dreams and shape the world with our actions and thoughts. Therefore it is important that you have the right guidance, tool and resources to deal with the uncertainties of the current world. A cool and focused mind is the most important tool we have to create our destiny and spirituality renders this to us.




This newsletter brings to you many such spiritually focused articles which will introduce new ideas and perspectives in your mind. I hope you enjoy reading them and using some tips in your lives to tap your inner energy.




Best Wishes,
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The Youth Wing held a nationwide “Spiritual Youth Parliament – For Well-being and Better World” at its campus “Academy for a Better World” also known as “Gyan Sarovar” from 16 to June 20, 2023, with the participation of more than 350 young people.




I saw in those youths their positive engagement, their awareness of things happening around them, their interest in finding solutions to various problems, their active participation, their creative thoughts in the various programs planned such as a workshop, a dialogue, a talk show, a session, discussion, presentation, cultural activity. It was so overwhelming.




They designed their own resolution and I feel they will surely implement whatever they learnt during the program leading them to well-being and better world.




Some of the images are shared through this newsletter. I call on youth to participate in such programs and to become instrumental in designing such activities at your place which will benefit the youth around you.
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Nowadays in various parts of the world violence, unrest and fighting have increased. The law and order are finding things challenging in management and governance. Youth have to be an example of peace and harmony. Youth should live their life being an example of non-violence, love and cooperation. Youth can spread a sense of security, peace and prosperity. Youth must play a great role towards the younger generation as well as the aged population. Youth being the embodiment of muscle and mind power can ensure a world where there will be a safe future for children.




Also, can we ensure safety and good life for the aged population? The percentage of elderly people are increasing and at the same time negligence towards them are seen. Youth are so much occupied in their career and their own enjoyment that they tend to ignore such moral responsibility.




The Call of the time is that youth needs to be peaceful, responsible and energetic to serve the present generation.
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Living in the present and preparing for the new moments
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Life is full of memories, some of them are sweet, enjoyable, and soothing. Some are filled with pain, difficulties, and regrets. Recent incidents across the world hint us to be powerful, peaceful and flexible. Moving ahead by living in the present is the essential tip of experiencing joy and success. Repenting and fighting over the past is just waste of time. Difference of opinions, feelings of betrayal, being non supportive, being critic, makes life quite difficult. Forgiving and forgetting the past, accepting the present and the upcoming moments, deriving the best out of all the relationship is the key to happiness. Positive thought and relationship with God can heal all the bruises and nourish our and others life. Being careful is good thing, being critical and judgmental in every moment is not good. We have to develop trust, love, bonding and understanding to enjoy life and to entertain others. Counterpart of relations have their own expectations, liking and preferences. It is not necessary they will be as per you feel. Life is a long journey therefore be flexible, deliver happiness to others and also derive fun and joy from others. Maintain positivity and divinity in every joy and fun. This can make our life valuable and accomplished.
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I am glad to publish a special issue of e-Newsletter on the occasion of the National Youth Day being on 12th January as well as the beginning of the New Year 2023. In my 50 years of youth services, I found youths to be always optimistic and open to innovation and experimentations.




For the year 2023, I urge on all of you to make unprecedent efforts in your studies, jobs, businesses, and start-ups. Put your best efforts in every forms to prove your abilities and capabilities. Life may cross many good or bad things, just learn from them, enhance your experience. Your efforts, and experiences will lead you to excel in your area of aspirations. Choose few important things for this year to work on and experience them in order to excel. We have wonderful examples around us, which will help us to shape our lives. Look around. Explore them.




12th January is the birth anniversary of Swami Vivekanand. Explore his life and see what are his teachings, that may help you in the present time to grow and succeed. Warmest and best wishes for the National Youth Day, and may 2023 be a Year of excellence!




BK Chandrika




Editor
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It’s a great marketing key that helps increase sales and the number of new customers. Food photography can help you stand out from your competitors. It can be one of the main reasons why customers choose or think of your restaurant, store or product every time they feel the hunger pangs.




Great photography creates a great first impression




In a competitive environment, it’s not enough to just offer delicious food. No matter what you’re serving or selling: There’s always a competitor around the corner.




That’s why it’s important to draw the attention of your potential customer. Food photography can appeal to consumers’ emotions and make the stop, look and taste. Usually, this is an action that the human body cannot ignore! The right delicious photo on the homepage of your website can increase your traffic.




According to survey, a person remembers only 10% of the information read or heard. However, this number changes to a whopping 65% when the information is paired with a relevant image. Most customers use various mobile apps, social media, and Google to make their dining or product decisions.




If your website visitors can read your menu or offers, but can’t see them, how do they know they’ve found the right place?




	https://notepin.co/shared/oazyryq
	https://notepin.co/shared/bwhzqhz
	https://notepin.co/shared/ldtbnug
	https://notepin.co/shared/jojxuid
	https://notepin.co/shared/aorgbhz
	https://telegra.ph/Fud-zjomka–sposіb-prosuvannya-restoranu-11-30
	https://telegra.ph/Fud-zjomka-u-Kiyevі-11-30
	https://telegra.ph/Profesіjnі-foto-izhі-12-01
	https://telegra.ph/Fud-fotozjomka-12-01
	https://telegra.ph/Fud-fotozjomka-12-01-2





Customers want to know what they are spending their money on




When it comes to food, customers are generally very picky. If you have pictures that show exactly what your customers can expect when they order, they will feel much more comfortable ordering. There’s a chance people will try new dishes/products or order more.




How will you appeal to international customers who may not speak your language? Or maybe the customers forgot their reading glasses at home. Are you the owner of a restaurant with national exotic cuisine? How will you explain what the dish/product looks like. The answer is simple – with pictures. I say more: when people are hungry, they look at pictures, not at prices.




	https://telescope.ac/poslugi-fud-fotografa/foto-yizhi
	https://poslugi-fud-fotografa.typehut.com/12184
	https://fud-fotograf.mataroa.blog/blog/restoranna-zyomka/
	https://telescope.ac/fud-foto/foto-yizhi
	https://pastefree.net/eqaBG9a9OVZ
	https://pastefree.net/2X5e53D0WXA
	https://pastefree.net/wRwkB4jGaRy
	https://txti.es/fud-zyomka
	https://txti.es/food-photography-restaurant
	http://txti.es/food-photography-kyiv





How food photography can help gastronomy:




	You can showcase weekly, monthly or seasonal specials.
	Posting food pictures and events regularly is one way to draw your customers’ attention.
	Food photography is a wonderful way for restaurants to highlight the chef’s work by showing off the art of the food. Or have dishes that your restaurant and chef are known for.
	Food menu with pictures simplifies the ordering process and saves time for customers and restaurant staff.
	Food photo is a great option if you have certain dishes/products that are strategic to increase customer traffic.
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Contemporary Business Computer software
    	
    	
	
		 Using modern day business software has made a huge impact on the way a business operates. It includes made the work process more efficient and simpler to monitor. This kind of software likewise allows managers to examine the    whole business from a central site. The right    software also can speed up the productive pattern. 

 The early days of automation included the use of huge mainframe personal computers for tedious    jobs. Then, computer-aided drafting    for computer-aided manufacturing came along. And then, chart programs like Lotus 1-2-3, Word Excellent, and Microsoft Excel became very popular. These were very profitable and helped millions of corporations switch from the old-fashioned drafting board into a modern computer. 

 But then, the Internet came along, and    the first days of business software took another simply turn. The internet empowered more information  https://softwaremanage.info/2021/07/05/generated-post  to be moved faster, plus the software sector was forced to change. 

 Inside the early    1990s, a fresh wave of technology begun    to change the way businesses operated. The web made it possible to get in touch with people around the world. This evolved the way information was offered and the method information was gathered. 

 The early use of software applications to replace white-collar workers was very worthwhile. However , the first use of this kind of software also caused a radical shift in white-collar labor. 

 Today, the use of RPA (robotic procedure automation) is driving step 2 of business software development. RPA    aims to reduce costs, increase functional    performance, and limit human mistake. The insurance market, banking and financial services, as well as the legal industry are leading the way in this area. 
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